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FIELDS AND QUADRATIC FORM SCHEMES*
A b s t r a c t .  The paper presents a study of axiomatic theory of quadratic 
forms. Two operations on quadratic form schemes are investigated: the product 
of schemes and the group extension of schemes. The main result states that the 
product of schemes realized by fields is again realized by a field.
The present paper is concerned with the axiomatic theory of quadra­
tic forms in the sense of Cordes [2], This theory studies the properties 
of quadratic form schemes, which are triplets (g, — l ,d ) , where g is 
a group of exponent 2 with distinguished element —1 and d is a func­
tion from g into the set of all subgroups of g. The main examples of qua­
dratic form schemes arise from fields (see Exmple 1, below). The theory 
of quadratic form schemes has been dev sloped by L. Szczepanik in [15] 
and [16], She discussed properties of Pfis.ter forms, W itt rings, numerical 
invariants, orderings, etc.
In this paper we consider two operations on schemes: the product 
of schemes and the group extension of schemes and investigate the basic 
properties of forms over these new schemes. This is done in the third 
and fourth section of the paper. Section 1 contains the definitions of 
Cordes schemes and quadratic form schemes, and basic information on 
schemes. In Section 2 we introduce homomorphisms of schemes, and 
consider schemes and their homomorphisms as a category. In  Section 5 
we determine the values of some numerical invariants of the product 
of schemes and the group extension of a scheme. In Section 6 we consi­
der schemes realized by fields, i.e., schemes isomorphic to schemes of 
fields. We generalize the main result of [6] by proving that the product 
of schemes realized by fields is again realized by a field, w ithout any
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restrictions on the groups of square classes (in [6] we assumed the groups 
to be finite). We also prove a similar result for the group extensions of 
schemes.
1. Introduction. Let g be a group of exponent 2 w ith distinguished 
element —l e g  (we admit —1 =  1). For a e g  the product — l*a 
will be w ritten —a. Let d be any mapping from g into the set of all 
subgroups of g. The triplet S  =  (g, — 1, d) is said to be a Cordes scheme 
if it satisfies the following conditions:
51. a e  d(a) for a e g .
52. b €  d(a) if and only if —a e d ( —b).
In order to define a quadratic form scheme we need some further 
notions.
A form  (of dimension n) over g is a sequence <p — ( o i , a „ )  with 
a j , a n e  g. The dimension n of the form <p is denoted by dim (p. The 
em pty sequence will be called a zero form  and denoted by (0 ) . Note 
that dim (0 ) =  0.
In the set of all forms over g we define an isom etry relation. Isome- 
try w ith respect to S  (or S-isometry) of one-dimensional forms is defi­
ned by ^  ^  (f,) jf an(i oniy if a =  b.
For forms of dimension n  ^  2 , we define first the following relation: 
The forms <p — (o j,..., a*) and y> =  (b j,..., bn) are strongly isometric w ith  
respect to S  if and only if there axe a perm utation a of integers 1 , n 
and indices j, k e  {1, n }, j  9^ k  such that a}ak =  ba’(^  ba (k) and a.jba 0) e  
e  d(a}ak) and a, =  ba (i) for every i ^ j ,  k. Forms cp and y> are isometric 
w ith  respect to S  (or S-isometric) if there are form s 9^ ,..., <ps over g such 
that <Pi =  <p, 95® .= if and «pi is strongly isometric with respect to S to 
9?i+i for i — 1,..., s—1. We denote the isometry relation of forms by 
<P y  yj or <p ~  y> if S  is fixed. The set D<p of elements represented by 
a form  95 is defined by:
D{0)  — 0 ,  D(a) — {a}
and for the form of dimension n  ^  2 we define inductively
D(al f ..., an) =  U {a1d(a1a ) : a e  D{az, a n)}.
Since the set Dtp depends on the function d, so if d is marked by a cer­
tain sign, then the same sign is used to m ark D (for instance we write 
d' and D \ d* and Du dF and DF).
The sum  and product of forms <p = (at, a „ )  and ip =  (b j,..., bm) 
are defined as follows
<p4"xp (cii...., o,n, b j , ..., bm),
tp X ip ( c i ^ b j , anbx, ctnbm).
For a e  g, by a<p — 9oa we mean (a) X tp and kcp =  90+ ... +<p (k sumands) 
for positive integer k.
A Cordes scheme S =  (gr, — 1, d) is said to be a quadratic form sche­
m e if it satisfies the following conditions:
53. D(a, b, 1) =D(b, a, 1) for every a, b e g .
54. (p + x ~  yj+%*=*> (p ~  for every forms <p, yj, % over g.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a field F of characteristic different from 2.
Let gF =  F IF'2, — 1F — F'2, and dF(aF'2) denote the set of all elements of 
gF represented by the binary form (l,a )  over the field F. For the triplet 
S(F) — (gF, — l F) dF) the axioms SI, S2, S3 are fulfilled trivially. By the 
Chain Equivalence Theorem ([8] Chapter I, Theorem 5.2) and the Can­
cellation Theorem ([8] Chapter I, Theorem 4.2) the axiom S4 is also true. 
Thus S(F) = (gF> — l F, dF) is a quadratic form scheme, which will be call­
ed the scheme of the field F.
In a similar way, one can obtain examples of quadratic form sche­
mes from spaces of orderings considered by M. Marshall [11] and A. Sla- 
dek [13] and from linked quaternionic mappings examined by M. Mar­
shall and J. Yucas [10].
Note tha t for every a e g ,  (a, —a) ~  (1 ,-1 ).
Any form isometric to k(l, —1), fc G N, will be called an S-hyperbolic 
form. If for the form <p there is a form xp such tha t 9? ~  (1, — l) +  y  then 
qs will be called an isotropic form  w ith respect to S  (or S-isotropic). 
Otherwise, 95 will be called anisotropic w ith respect to S  (or S-anisotro- 
pic). For further information on quadratic form schemes see [15],
2. Scheme homomorphisms. Let S — (g, — 1, d) and S' = (g', —1 , d )  
be Cordes schemes and let /  : g-*- g be a group homomorphism. If / ( —1) =  
=  — 1' and f(d(a)) d  d'(/(a)) for every a e g ,  then f  will be called a sche­
me homomorphism  or S-homomorphism. Moreover, if f{d(a)) — d'(fa)) 
for a e g ,  then f  is said to be a fu ll scheme homomorphism. Any injecti­
ve, full scheme homomorphism will be called a scheme isomorphism. If 
there is a scheme isomorphism f : S~> S', then we say that S and S' are 
isomorphic. Note that, since f(g) = f(d( — 1)) =  d '(—1') =  g ,  every full 
scheme homomorphism is surjective. Thus, any scheme isomorphism is 
at the same time an isomorphism of groups g and g . Moreover, if f  is 
an S-isomorphism then the inverse mapping is also a scheme iso­
morphism.
EXAMPLE 2. Let 1 : F —> K  be a field embedding of F into K  and 
let S(F) = (gF, — l F, d F) and S(K) = (gK, — 1K, dK) be schemes of these 
fields. The mapping f  : gF -+ gK such that f(aF'2) = c(a)K'2 is well-defined 
on the square classes and it is a group homomorphism. One can easily 
verify that if a quadratic form (1, b) represents an element a over F, then 
the form (1, i{b)) represents i(a) over K.  Hence, f  is a scheme homomor­
phism. Other examples of scheme homomorphism will be given below.
The class Sc consisting of Cordes schemes as objects and scheme ho­
momorphisms as morphisms forms a category. In this paper we shall
consider a full subcategory S of Sc consisting of all quadratic form sche­
mes as objects.
Now we shall show some properties of scheme homomorphisms. If 
f  : g - +g '  is a group homomorphism and if 90 — (aa, ..., an) is a form over 
g, then we w rite fq> for the form (/(%)..... f(a„)) over g .
LEMMA 2.1. Let (g, — 1, d) and (g’, — 1 d') be Cordes schemes and 
let f  : g-*- g be a scheme homomorphism. Then:
(a) For every forms tp over g, f{D<p) Cl D'(f<p),
(b) I f f  is a full scheme homomorphism, then for any form  over g we ha­
ve f(D<p) =  D'frp).
P r o o f .  We proceed by induction on n =  dim (p. If n < 2  then (a) 
is obvious. Let n ^ 2  and a 'e  f(D(au ..., an)). There is an a €  D(au ..., d„) 
such that f(a) — a'. Consequently, there exists a b e  D(a2, a „) such that 
a e  a1d(a1b). By induction hypothesis /(b) e  D'(f(a2) , ..., f(a„)). Since 
/(aId(a1b)) C  f(a1)d'(f(a1) f(b)), so a ' =  f(a) e  D'(f(a 1),..., f{an)). (b) can be 
proved analogously.
LEMMA 2.2. Let S = (g, — 1, d) and S' =  (g \ —1', d') be Cordes sche­
mes and let f  : g ->■ g be a scheme homomorphism. If the forms cp and 
yj over g are isometric w ith  respect to S then the forms f<p and frp are 
isometric w ith respect to S'.
P r  0 o f. The lemma follows immediately from the definition of 
isometry of forms.
3. The product of schemes. Let {(<&, —1*, di)}i e i  be a family of Cor­
des schemes. We use the following notation: g — \  gi is the Cartesian
i e i
product of groups gt and P ; : g gt are the canonical projections from 
g onto gt, — 1 =  (—l 4)i e i  is a distinguished dem ent in g and the func­
tion d is defined by
c-((a i)i e / )  =  X  d  ( “ •)•
i G  I
Obviously, (az)t e i  6 d((ai)i e i ), and (bl)i e I ed{{ai)i e i ) if and only if 
( _ a i)ie  z e  d(( — bi)i e i ). Thus, the triplet (g, — 1, d) is a Cordes scheme, 
and Pi are full scheme homomorphisms.
Now we will prove a certain universal property of the scheme.
THEOREM 3.1. The triplet (g, — 1, dj defined as above, is the pro­
duct of Cordes schemes (gi ,—li,di) in the category Sc , i.e., for every 
Cordes scheme (g', — 1 d') and for every scheme homomorphisms 
Si -9  ffi i e i ,  there is exactly one scheme homomorphism i  : g' -*■ g 
such that p.of =  fi for every i e i .
P r o o f .  Let (g‘, —l ’,d') and f t : g ' —*■ gt be as in the theorem. Since 
g is the product of groups gi, so there is exactly one group homomor­
phism f  : g -*■ g such tha t Pi°f =  ft for i e i .  Hence for every a' e  g 
*(° ) =  Cfi(a ))i e j ■ In particular £( — 1') =  ( —1 i)H e j  =  — 1. It remains to 
show that
f(d'(a')) C  d(/i(a')) =  ) (  dt(/4(a'))
t e i
for every a' e g ’. If (bi)i e i  e  f (d'(a')), then there is an element b 'e d '(a ')  
such that (bi)i e 1 =  f(b') =  (fi(b'))t e I and so b4 =  fi(b') for i e  I. Since fi 
are S-homomorphisms so biedi(fi(a')).  Thus (bt)i e i  € d((/i(a'))i e I)=d(/(a')), 
as required.
For the product of the family {St =  (gt, — l i; dj)}ie i  we will write
| I Sj or j j (fift, — 1,, dj). If the set I is finite, we will use also the no- 
i e j  ie i
tation Sj [~| -1 1  s n or (9i,—li,d j)  n  -  f l  (9n “ In, d„). The form ((au)i e i ,
•••7 (ain)i e i ) ower g will be w ritten j"- f (<%, ...,aln) or briefly | | <pt, where
i e i 4 e i
<Pi ~  (atij •••) ain) are forms over gu for i — 1 , n.
LEMMA 3.2. Let {(gt, — \ it di)}ie j be a fam ily of Cordes schemes 
and let (g, — 1, d) be their product. Then D /j j <pA =  X  f or
forms (pi over gt and i e i .  ie 1 i e i
P r o o f. The canonical projections P i : g -> gr* are full S-homamotr- 
phisms so by Lemma 2.2 we have
Pi(D (11 <P})) =  Di(Pi Cfl <Pj)) = A?>i-
Hence D (j j <p,) d  X  D ^ .  We prove the converse inclusion by indue-
i e i  i e i
tion on n =  dim j | <pi. If n 1, the lemma is obsious. Let n ^  2,
i e i
<Pi = (aiu-,<kn) and ipi =  (ai2, ..., ain). Suppose (b2){ £ 1 e  X  D*P*> i:e->
i e i
b; e  D.rpi for every i e  I. According to the definition of elements repre­
sented by a form there is an element c4 e  A w  such that bt e  andi{an c^ ) 
for every i e i .  Hence (bl)i e z e  ( a ^  e z d((ail)i e , (ct). e ,) and by induc­
tion hypothesis we obtain (cj. e D {I ]tpA. Thus (bt)iez e D / j  j cpi\, as 
required. i e i  ie i
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the above 
lemma.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let {Si}i e i  be a fam ily of Cordes schemes, and 
let S be their product. The scheme S satisfies the axiom  S3 if and only 
if every scheme S4 satisfies S3.
The next lemma concerns isometry of forms. n
LEMMA 3.4. Let S1} ..., Sn be Cordes schemes and S =  ; 1 St. Then
n n i =  1
the forms <p =  j j f t  and op =  | 7 ipi over S are isometric w ith respect 
2=1 2 — 1 
to S if and only if the forms and y>i are isometric w ith respect to Si
for i =  l, ..., n.
P r o o f .  If cp ~  op, then by Lemma 2.2 the forms Pi<f <Pi and 
Pi ip =  V'j are Si-isometric.
Conversely, suppose that cpi ^  for every i — l , . . . ,n . If dim cp% =  
=  dim ipi is equal to 0 or 1 the lemma is obvious. Now, let dim qn —
=  dim yi = m  ^  2 for i =  1 , n. According to the definition, there is 
a sequence of forms <pn,<pik over gt such tha t <pu =  <pi, <fik =  yi and 
(pi) and (pij+1 are strongly Si-isometric, for every j  — 1,..., 7c— 1 (we may 
assume that for all i the sequences have the same length 7c). Let y}3 de­
note the form
vm n -  n <pi-i k n <pu n <pi+11 n -  n <pm-
Then we obtain the sequence
^11 »y/lfc n/22 <y2k <y32 vw2 vtik A j •••> A. J /« > •••> k f A, > A, > "*> A,
such that cp =  x11, i[> =  l nk and every two neighbouring forms of the se­
quence are strongly S-isometric. Thus cp and op are S-isometric.
COROLLARY 3.5. Let S l t S„ be Cordes schemes and let S be 
their product. The scheme S satisfies the axiom  S4 if  and only if all 
schemes S u ..., Sn satisfy the axiom.
P r o o f .  Assume tha t S satisfies S4. Fix any i =  1 ,...,n  and suppo­
se that (pi, yji, %i are forms over S t such that pi+Xi s? Vi+Zi- Now, choose 
forms <p] — yjj and X) over g} such that dim rpi =  dim ipi =  dim cpj =  dim y>j 
and dim xt =  dim Xi> for every j =  1,..., n and j ^  i. By the above lemma
n n n n
the forms |" | <pj+ | | Xj and j' | yj}+ | | Xj are S-isometric, By axiom S4 
j = i j = i ) = i j = i 
n n
the forms | | <pj and | | yjj are also S-isometric. Now, from Lemma 2.2 
j = i  i = i
it follows that <Pi — Pi  ^\ ~j ^  Pi j j f yjjj — tfi. Thus, the scheme S, 
satisfies S4, for every i — 1 , n.  Now, let all S.; satisfy the axiom S4.
n n n
Take any forms tp =  | | <p), ip =  | | ipj and i =  j  | X) over S> such that
3 = 1 j =  1 3 = 1
fp +  X 'g' M' +  X- By Lemma 2.2 pj(cp+x) =  Vi+Xi is >Si-isometric to pt('ipH-x) —
— <Pi+ipi. Now using the axiom S4 we obtain (pi ~  ipi for every i =  1,..., n. 
Applying Lemma 3.4 we have tp ^  x|>, as required.
n
COROLLARY 3.6. The product S =  [ 7  Sj of Cordes schemes is
j = i
a quadratic form  scheme if and only if all Sj are quadratic form  schemes.
REMARK. One can show that if {Sj}ie j  is an infinite family of 
quadratic form schemes, then the product | | S t is also a quadratic form 
scheme. i e 1
4. The group extension of quadratic form scheme. Consider a Cordes 
scheme S  =  (g, — 1, d) and a group T of exponent 2. Let gT denote the 
product g X T. Throughout, we identify the groups g and T w ith the 
subgroups g X {1} and {1} X T of 9 X T, respectively. The function dT 
from gT into the set of all subgroups of gr is defined by
{1, a} iff aeg t yg ,  
cLT(a) — gT iff a =  — 1,
d(a) iff a e g  and a ^  — 1.
It is clear that the trip let (gT, — l , d T) is a Cordes scheme, called the 
group extension of the Cordes scheme S  (power Cordes scheme), and 
denoted by (g, —1, d)T or ST. Obviously, the canonical injection j  of g in­
to gT is an S-homomorphism.
Now, we state a universal property of the group extension of a Cor­
des scheme. We omit the routine proof.
THEOREM 4.1. Let (g, —1, d) be a Cordes scheme, and let T be 
a group of exponent 2. For any Cordes scheme (g', —l',d ') ,  any group 
homomorphism % : T  -> g‘ and any scheme homomorphism f  : g~> g there 
is exactly on e scheme homomorphism f : gT ->g such that the diagram
commutes, (t, j are the canonical group embeddings of g and T into gT, 
respectively).
Now we proceed to the fundamental properties of forms in group 
extension schemes. The main result is summarized in Theorem 4.1, be­
low. Since the construction is well-known in the classical case of forms 
over fields (and finite group T) and the proofs are somewhat tedious, 
we have chosen to state formally all results including auxiliary facts but 
skip all the proofs. All details can be found in [7].
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a Cordes scheme and T be a group of expo­
nent 2. Then:
(a) S satisfies the axiom S3 if and only if the group extension scheme 
S T satisfies S3.
(b) S  satisfies the axiom  S4 if and only if the group extension scheme 
S T satisfies S4.
(c) S  is a quadratic form  scheme if and only if S T is also a quadratic 
form  scheme.
Let tu ..., tn be pairwise different elements of T and 971, <pn be 
forms over g. The form (pit1+ ... +<pnt„ over gT will be called an ordered 
form. By a suitable perm utation of diagonal elements of any form cp over 
gT, we obtain an ordered form (strongly) ST-isometric to <p. To simplify 
our notation we write an ordered form in  the form 2  <ptt, where only fi­
nite number of forms <pt over g is different from (0 ). (More precisely 
since we mean 'by a form over gT an ordered sequence of elements of 
gT, so we should regard T as an ordered set.)
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let S  be a Cordes scheme satisfying S 3, and 
let T be a group of exponent 2. Let cp = 2  cptt be an ordered form over 
gT.
(a) If one of the forms <pt is S-isotropic, then DT<p = gT.
(b) If all the forms cpt, te  T are anisotropic w ith respect to S, then
DT<p — U  tD Vi­
t e r
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let S be a Cordes scheme and T be a group of 
exponent 2, and let cp =  £<ptt and y> — Zy j tt be ordered forms. Then:
(a) The form cp is isotropic w ith respect to ST if and only if at least one 
of the forms <pt is isotropic w ith respect to S.
(b) I f the forms cp and yj are isometric w ith respect to ST then for every 
t e  T there exist positive integers st and rt such that the forms 
St(l, — l)+(pt and r t(l, — \) + yjt are isometric w ith  respect to S.
(c) I f all the forms <pt and y>t are anisotropic, then cp and y> are isometric 
w ith respect to Sr if and only if <pt and yjt are isometric with respect 
to S, for every t e  T.
5. Scheme invariants. Following the theory of quadratic form over 
fields, one can define numerical invariants of Cordes schemes. Such inva­
riants are studied by L. Szczepanik in [15], [16]. In this section we shall 
determine the values of some invariants for the product of schemes and 
the group extension scheme. Let S — (g, — l , d)  be a Cordes scheme. We 
denote by q(S) and q2(S) the cardinality of groups g and d(l), respecti­
vely. The subgroup R{S) = p | d(a) will be called the Kaplansky’s ra-
a e g
dical of the scheme S. The cardinality of R(S) will be denoted by u2(S). 
Next, we put s(S) — min {?c e  N: — 1 e  D(k(l))} if —1 eD(k( l ))  for a suit­
able k e  N, and s(S) =  oo) otherwise. The invariant s(S) will be called 
the level of S.
For every a , b e  g the form (1, a) X (l ,b) will be called the 2-fold 
Pfister form. We write m(S)  for the number of isometry classes of all 
2-fold Pfister forms. Note, that if S  is realized by the field F, then m(S) 
is equal to the number of isomorphism classes of quaternion algebras 
over F (cf. [8], Chapter III, Proposition 2.5).
We say that the form cp over g is S-torsion if there is an integer k 
such that kcp is S-hyperbolic form (i.e., kcp ^ u ( l ,  —1) for a suitable 
n e  N, n =7^  0).
Now we define the u-invariant of Cordes schemes. If every S-tor­
sion form over S is S-isotropic then we assume u(S) =  0. Otherwise, 
u(S) = max {dim cp : cp is S-torsion and S-anisotropic}. If maximum does 
not exist, we set ti(S) =  oo.
The subgroup P of g will be called an ordering of S if the index 
19 '■ P] =  2 and for every a e  P, d(a) d  P. We denote by r(S) the number 
of all orderings of S. Obviously, if the scheme S  is isomorphic to the 
scheme of the field F then u(S) =  u(F) and r(S) = r{F).
Now we consider the Cordes schemes Su ..., Sn and the product S =
=  p |  Sh In [6] we have stated that q(S) =  j~] q(SO, q2(S) =  q2(Si), 
i = 1 i = 1 1-1
K(S) =  X  R(Sj) and u2(S) — | | u2(Si). The following theorem contains 
> = 1 ; = 1
some information on the other invariants.
THEOREM 5.1 (cf. [12], Theorem 1.4). If S u ..., Sn are Cordes sche-
n
mes and S =  j | S i} then: 
i = 1
(a) s(S) =  max {s(St) : i =  1 , ..., n}.
(b) rn(S) =  | ‘j m(Sj).I? = 1
(c) r(S) =  £  r(St).
i =  1
(d) If Sl t ..., Sn satisfy the axiom S3 and u =  max {n(<Si) : i =  1,..., n}, then
u(S)
u — 1, if u is odd and s(St) — 00 
for a suitable i,
u, otherwise.
P r o o f ,  (a) follows from Lemma 3.2. (b) follows from Lemma 3.4.
(c) Take an ordering P4 of the scheme Sj. I t is clear tha t gx X ... X gt- i  X 
X Pi X gi+i X ... X gn is an ordering of the scheme S. In this way we
n
obtain r(Si) orderings of S. It remains to prove tha t every ordering 
i = i
of S has the above form. Indeed, let P be an ordering of S, and e; — 
=  { l i , — l i( ..., 1„). Note that —l g P  (otherwise, d(—l) =  g C P )  and
— 1 =  ej* ... 'e n. Hence at least one of e1;..., en does not belong to P. Sup­
pose that e j g P .  Then — er e P  and d(—e,) =  d^  —li) X ... X dj(li) X ... X 
X dn( — l n) =  gi X ... X di(li) X ... X gn d P .  Hence there is an ordering 
Pi of Si such that P  =  gt X ... X P t X ... X g„. Thus the proof of (c) is fi­
nished. (d) To prove (d), we use the following results, due to L. Szcze- 
pani'k [15],
(5.1.1) The Cordes scheme S has an ordering if and only if s(S) — 00.
(5.1.2) If the Cordes scheme has an ordering, then the dimension of eve­
ry S-torsion form is even.
(5.1.3) If the scheme S has no ordering, then every form over S is S-tor­
sion.
Now we come to the proof of (d).
Let tp — <pi n  ••• n  <Pn be a form over S. Lemma 3.4 implies that the 
farm q> is S-anisatropic iff not all forms <pt are S4-isotropic and (p is S-tor- 
sion iff all forms (pi are Si-torsion. If max u(St) — oo then (d) is obvious. 
Let m ax u(St) =  Jc <  oo. if <p is S-torsion and dim cp >  Jc then up is S-iso- 
tropic. Thus u(S) ^  k.
Now, suppose k  =. u(Sj) for a suitable 1 ^  j  ^  n  and yjj is an Sj^ani- 
sotropic and S^-torsion form over Sj of dimension k. We assume y>i =  
Jc=  -  (li, —14) if k  is even or %pi — fe(lt) if s(S;) <  oo for all i =. 1, n, and 
z
i =7^  j. It is clear that the form ip =  y i PI ••• I I I I ••• FI is S-torsion 
and S-anisotropic, and dim ip =  Jc. Thus u(S) =  k.
Now let k  be odd and s(St) =  oo for a  suitable 1 i n. According 
to (a) s(S) =  oo so by (5.1.1) and (5.1.2) u(S) is even. Therefore u(S) <  
Jc—1. Similarly as above we find an S-anisotropic and S-torsion form 
over S of dimension Jc —1. Thus u(S) =  Jc—1, as required.
Now we will investigate the group extension of Cordes schemes. It 
is easy to check that if S is a Cordes scheme and T is a non-trivial 
group of exponent 2 then q(Sr ) = q(S)-\T], u2(ST) =  1, and q2(Sr ) — qi(S) 
if 1 ¥= - 1  and q2(ST) =  q(ST) if 1 =  - 1 .
THEOREM 5.2. If  S  is a Cordes scheme and T is a non-trivial group 
of exponent 2 then
(a) s(ST) = s(S).
(b) m (ST) =  m (S)+( JT [g:d(a)] - l )  ( |T |-1 )+  M z .2I . q2.
a e  g
(c) r(ST) =-r(S)*|T*|, where T* denotes the dual group to T.
0 if  u(S) =  0
(d) u(ST) =  u(S)*|T| if T is a finite group
oo if u(S) 7^ 0 and T is an infinite group.
P r o o f ,  (a) Recall that the canonical projection p : g X T -> g and 
the canonical injection j : g -> g X T are scheme homomorphisms. Using 
Lemma 2.1 we get the result.
(b) We decompose the set of all isometry classes of 2-fold Pfister 
forms over S T into three subsets:
A  = { { l , a , b , ab )  : a , b e g } ,
B =  {(1 , a ,b t , abt )  : a , b e g ,  t e T \{ l} } ,
C =  {(1, at, a't', a a t t )  : a, a e  g and t , t ' e T \ { l } ,  t ^ t ' } .
It is clear that A r\ C = 0  and B C — 0 .  Since (1, —1,1, — 1) j? (1, —1, 
b t,—bt) far b e g  and t e T ,  so A  B =  {(1, —1,1, — 1)}. Hence m(ST) - 
=  |4 | +  |B| +  |C| —1. By Proposition 4.3 we have |A[ =  m(S). Now we calcu­
late |B|. Note tha t the form cp =  (1, a, bt, abt) is ST-isotropic iff a =  — 1. In 
this case <p g? (1, — 1,1, — 1). Consider the Sr -anisotropic forms cp — (1,
a, bt, abt) and rp =  (1, a , b't', a’b’t'). By Proposition 4.3 <p ~  ip if and only 
if a — a' =£ — 1, t  = t' and (b, a b ) ~  (b', a', b') i.e., a — a #  — 1, t  = t' and
bb' e  d(a). Hence for every — 1 ^  a e g  and 1 j = t e T  we obtain [gr: d(a)] 
isometry classes of 2-fold Pfister forms of the shape (1, a, bt, abt). Thus 
|B| =  ( £  [g : d(o)]) (|T| —1) + 1  =  ( £  [ g:d{a) ] - l )  ( |T |-1 )+ 1 , because
a i= — 1 a 6  0
[gr :d( —1)] =  1. In order to determ ine |C|, let us rem ark tha t for every 
four element subgroup {1, of T we obtain q(<S)2 isometry classes
of 2-fold Pfister forms of the shape (1, at, at ' ,  aa'tt') (by Proposition 4.3).
1 / |T| —1 \It is easy to see tha t T has — I I four element subgroups. Hence
|C| _  (|T| —1) (|TJ —2) ^
6
(c) Consider the set G =  { R : R is a subgroup of T and [T : R] ^ 2 } .  
Let P  be an ordering of S and R e G .  It is easy to check that the set 
P' = P ‘R ^  — P*(T\R) is an ordering of ST. Hence we obtain r(S)• |G| 
orderings of ST. Now, if P ' is an ordering of S T, then P  =  P' r> g is an 
ordering of S  and R = P ' r \ T e G .  Moreover, P ' =  P * R u  -P -(T \R ). 
Hence r(ST) =  r(S) • |G|. Observe that, if a : T {1, — 1} is a  character of 
T, then a -> ker a is a bijective mapping from the dual group of T into 
G. Thus |T*| =  |G|, and (c) is proved.
(d) follows from 4.3, immediately.
The invariant m  has been also obtained by L. Szczepanik in  [14].
6. Schemes realized by fields. In this section we are going to descri­
be the connection between quadratic form schemes and fields. We say 
tha t a quadratic form scheme is realized by a field  if it is isomorphic to 
the scheme of a field.
Throughout this section we denote by <25 an absolute value (in the 
sense of [9]) of the field F (3> maps F’ into the m ultiplicative group of 
the positive reals). We denote by F # the completion of F with respect 
to and for the unique prolongation of onto we write also sP. The 
value group and the residue Class field of #  will be w ritten r # and Ft* 
respectively. If a e  F ‘ and &(a) ^  1 then the image of a in the residue 
class field we denote by (a)^ . To simplify notations, an element a be­
longing to F" and its square class in F7F 2 will be denoted by a. Simi­
larly, we use dF(a) to denote both the set of all elements of F represent 
ed by the form (1, a) over F and the set of the corresponding square 
classes. Moreover, we assume tha t all fields appearing in this section 
have the characteristic different from 2.
Let us recall some theorems from the paper [6] to be used in  the 
sequel.
THEOREM 6.1. Let  &l t be m utually independent non-trivial 
absolute values of the field F. Then the mapping f  : gF gFfi X ... X gFu$
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defined by putting f(aF'2) =  ( a F ^ , aF'^J is a full S-homomorphism  
from  S(F) into j j S{F0i).
THEOREM 6^  (cf. [1] Satz 4.1 and [12] Theorem 1.1). If ... $ n 
are m utually independent non-trivial absolute values of the field F, then 
there is an algebraic extension E of F such that the quadratic form sche-
n
mes S(E) and | | S(F0 ) are isomorphic.
i =  1
Let v be a (Krull-) valuation (v maps F' into an ordered group w rit­
ten multiplicatively). We say that v  is 2-henselian if for every a e  F and 
v(a) =  1 the element a is a square in F if and only if (a)„ is a square in 
the residue class field Fv.
THEOREM 6.3. Let F be a field w ith 2-henselian valuation v , and 
let v(2) = 1. Put T v — rv/rv2. Then the quadratic form schemes S(F) 
and S(FV)T'’ are isomorphic.
We omit the proof of the theorem since it can be done by using the 
same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.7 of [6], Let us rem ark 
that if F is a complete field w ith respect to a non-archimedean absolute 
value CI> and char F 2 then is 2-henselian.
Let us introduce the following definition. Let F be any field and 
let F  be its prime subfield. The transcendental degree of F over F  will 
be called the absolute transcendental degree of F and denoted by atd F. 
Now we prove an auxiliary lemma.
LEMMA 6.4. For any field F and any cardinal number m  ^  atd F 
there is an extension E of F such that atd E — m and the schemes S(F) 
and S(E) are isomorphic.
P r o o f .  Let K  be algebraically closed extension of F and atd K = m. 
If L and M are subfields of K  and L C M ,  then we write f ^  for the uni­
que group homomorphism from gL into gM determined by the inclusion 
L d M .  As  remarked in Example 2, is a scheme homomorphism.
Consider the family 7  of all fields M such tha t F C M C K  and f™ 
is a scheme isomorphism. The family 7  is non-empty (F belongs to 7) 
and partially ordered by the inclusion. Let £  be a linearly ordered sub­
set of the family. Note that the field L — IJ {M : M €  £} is an extension 
of F contained in K.  We shall show tha t L e J .  In fact, if a e F  is a squa­
re in  L, then  it is a square in  a suitable field M  from £. Since f™ (aF 2) — 
=  M'2 and is a group isomorphism, so a e F ' 2. Thus is an injection. 
Now we shall show that is a full scheme homomorphism. Let a,b e F '  
and b e D L( 1, a). Then there are elements x , y  e L  such that b =  x z+ ay2. 
Since L is a union of M e £ ,  so x , y e M  for a suitable M. Therefore 
b e D M(l, a), i.e., DL( 1, a) =  U {DM(1, a) : M  e  £}. Hence we have
dL(%(a)) =  U {&(dM(f?(a))) : M e  £}.
Obviously, — f^,cfp and is a full S-homomorphism. Consequently 
we obtain
dL(% (a)) =  U  {f^ofM (dF(a)) : M e  £ }  =  U  (% (d F(a)) : M e £ }  =  (dF(a)).
Thus fj: is a full S-homomorphism, and so L e  7. By Zorn’s Lemma in 
the family J  there exists a maximal field E. We shall show that K  is an 
algebraic extension of E.
Assume that there is an element x  e  K,  which is transcendental over 
E. Consider the field E(x) w ith the absolute value (P determined by the 
element x.  The absolute value is discrete and its residue class field is 
isomorphic to E. Let W be the unique extension of $  onto the field N =  
2"—=  E(x) jy/ x  : n e  Nj. By Theorem 6.2, there is an extension M of the field 
N such that the schemes S(N ) and S(M) are isomorphic and M C K ,  It 
turns out that M is a subfield of the completion iV and is an S-ho­
momorphism.
We claim that is an S-isomorphism. Indeed, the residue class 
field N is isomorphic (equail) to E and the value group is 2-divisiMe, so 
by Theorem 6.3 the schemes S(Nv) and S(E) are S-isomorphic. Let 
f  : g(N v ) ) X F v /Tv 2 be the S-isomorphism defined in the proof of
Theorem 6.3 and let v be the canonical ring homomorphism from the va­
luation ring Ry into E. Since E CZ R^ so v\E is the identical isomorphism. 
Thus the diagram
commutes. Hence f° f^ v ° j“  is the identical homomorphism on the group 
g[E). The maps f  and f ”* are isomorphisms, so is a scheme isomor­
phism. Hence — j:^ ° f ^  is a S-isomorphism. Therefore M e 3  and E Q.M.  
which contradicts the choice of the field E. Hence atd E =  atd K — m.
Now we prove the main theorem of this section, which is a genera­
lization of Theorem 2.7.
THEOREM 6.5. If quadratic form schemes Su ..., Sn are realized by 
fields then the scheme S =  [~] ... f l  Sn is also realized by a field.
P r o o f .  Before we prove the theorem let us define some absolute 
values on rational function fields. Let X be an algebraically independent 
set over the rationals Q. Note that Z[X] is a unique factorization do­
main and Q(X) is the field of fractions of Z[X],  It is known tha t every 
irreducible element q of Z[X] determines exactly one absolute value 
of Q(X), which is nom-trivial, discrete and such tha t ^(q) is a generator 
of the value group. Note that every x  e  X is irreducible in Z[X], The 
residue class field of the absolute value determined by x  is isomorphic to
M e £
ECLM rsR
Q(X\{x}). Also every prime integer p is irreducible, and the residue 
class field of the absolute value determ ined by p is isomorphic to FP(X).
Now we come to the proof of the theorem. Let the quadratic form 
schemes of fields Fu Fn 'be isomorphic to schemes S l t Sn, respecti­
vely. By Lemma 6.4 one can assume that there is a cardinal number m 
such that atd Ft = m iff char Ft = 0 and atd Ft = m + 1 iff char 0 
(if m is infinite then m + 1 — m). Let X be a set of cardinality m such 
that X ^  {y}  is algebraically independent over Q. W ithout loss of gene­
rality  we can assume that F t is algebraic extension of Q(X) if char Ft — 0 
and  Ft is algebraic extension of Fp(X w {y})  if char Ft =  p 7^ 0. Suppose 
tha t Fu ..., Fk are the fields of characteristic 0 and the remaining fields 
have characteristic different from 0. Let <Pi be the unique absolute value 
of the field Q(X {y})  =  Q(2x) (X ^  { y —i}) determined by irreducible 
elem ent y —i of Z[X] [y—i] for i =  1,..., Jc. For i >  Jc and pt =  char Ft, let 
be the unique absolute value of Q(X ^  {y}) =  Q(X ^  { y —pj-4}) de­
term ined by the irreducible element pt of Z[X] [y—p~ ‘]. Thus, we obtain 
the absolute values ..., <P» which are discrete and m utually indepen­
dent. From {3] Theorem 28.1 it follows tha t there is an  algebraic exten­
sion E of Q{X w {y}) w ith prolongations ..., of absolute values 
4>n such tha t for i =  1 , n the residue Glass field E is isomor­
phic to Ft and the value group J ,vi is 2-divisible. By Theorem 6.2 and 
Theorem 6.3 there exists an algebraic extension M of E such tha t S(M) 
is  isomorphic to S(Fj) f~] — II  S(Fn), as required.
It is known tha t the formal power series field F((x)) is a complete 
field w ith respect to a discrete absolute value such tha t the residue class 
field  is isomorphic to F. By Theorem 6.3 if S is a quadratic form scheme 
realized by the  field F, then ST is realized by the field F((x)), where 
T =  {1, t} . Now we prove that for every group T of exponent 2 the sche­
me ST is realized by a field whenever S is.
THEOREM 6.6. I f  S  is a quadratic form  scheme realized by a field 
and T is any group of exponent 2, then the scheme S T is realized by 
■a field.
P r o o f .  Let the cardinal number m be the dimension of the vector 
space T  over F 2, and let X be a well-ordered set of cardinality m. Con­
sider the abelian free group F  (written multiplicatively) generated by 
the set X. Every element of r  can be uniquely w ritten in the form
| | x nW where n(x) e  Z and almost all n(x) are equal to 0. We define
i  e x
an ordering of r, assuming that the element | | xn(i) is greater than 1
x e x
if the first integer n(x), which is different from 0 is positive (the lexico­
graphic order). The set of all elements of the group r  greater than 1 will 
be denoted by P. The pair (P, P) is a fully ordered group. It is easy to 
see that the factor group TIT2 is isomorphic to T. Now suppose that the
scheme S is realized by the field F. Let K  be a generalized formal pow er 
series field F((r)) (see [4], Chapter VIII. 5). The set F((71)) consists of all 
functions f  : T -> F such that the set { y e / 1: f(y~}) ^  0} is a well-ordered 
subset of r .  Let f, f ,  f "  €  K,  then f + f ' ( y )  — f ' (y)+f (y)  for every y e T  
and /  =  / '• /" ,  where
f (y )  =  21 /'(y')r(y/-1).
/  e r
The mapping v : K  -> r  ^  {0} defined by
=  lmin i r  e r : / (y -1) ^  o} if /  +  o 
\0 if f  =  0
is defined for all elements of K  (since the set {y e T  : f(y~x) 0} is w ell- 
-ordered) and it is a valuation of K.  The mapping / - >  /(l) is a  ring homo­
morphism from the valuation ring of v  onto F. Hence F is isomorphic to 
the residue class field of v. We shall show that v  is 2-henselian. Take an 
element /  from K  w ith v(f) — 1 and a =  /(l) e F ' 2 (i.e., the image of f  in 
the residue class field is a square). Such an element can be w ritten in  
the form f  — a + f ,  where u ( / ') < l .  It is easy to verify that for any se-
oo
quence a „ e F  the infinite series £  an f n, k s Z  converges to an ele-
•/ e r
ment of K  (see [4], Chapter VIII. 5). Hence the formal power series field 
F ((f)) is a subfield of K.  Obviously if a is a square in F then a + f  is 
a square in F((f)) and so in K  as well. Thus v is 2-henselian. Applying 
Theorem 6.3 we obtain that S(K)  is isomorphic to S(F)T, as required.
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